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Gratitude and Grace
4TH QuarTer 2022 CommenTary   ⚫   Kori allen, CFP®

like many, during the last few months of the year, we take stock of our abundance and express thanks to 
our loved ones  —family, friends, clients. our gratitude is also demonstrated through charitable giving to 
organizations and communities, primarily completed during the holiday season.

in the past, we’ve included a list of our charities with our holiday card, but this year, that felt perfunctory. as 
we looked over the ever-expanding list we recognized a trend. The gifts that we’ve given as thanks for client 
referrals, and our own charitable interests, focused more on caring for others: for increasing quality of life for 
individuals and communities. 

much has been written about investing through an “eSG” lens. Besides fundamental financial analysis, our 
investment discipline requires review of companies’ efforts in managing risks and opportunities related to 
the environment, climate change, social issues and governance. many reporting agencies provide analytical 
data that standardizes and quantifies managements’ effectiveness in these areas. To be sure, some issues 
can be readily quantifiable while others are more qualitative. For instance, it is easy to quantify a company’s 
effectiveness in energy conservation: associated costs may be lower and savings most likely will increase the 
profit margin. 

and that’s what struck us: our giving was more in the qualitative realm while our investment discipline skews 
quantitative.

This Fall, Seeding Justice, an oregon non-profit working for social change, hosted an event discussing “uneasy 
Street: The anxieties of affluence” a book by rachel Sherman. The book seeks to illustrate uS cultural norms 
and narratives around money placed against a backdrop of our extreme inequalities. in some regard, there are 
parts that are not relatable: she has profiled new york families earning greater than $500,000. However, there 
are very american themes worth contemplating.

as a culture, we value hard work. This theme carries through many of our planning discussions. often, more 
worth is placed upon working outside of the home and being compensated monetarily. This can create tension 
individually and between partners. intellectually couples can appreciate each other’s contributions, yet 
culturally—and possibly emotionally—there is a disconnect. if the contribution is not monetary, then it may 
be viewed as lesser. Financial planning is more-often-than-not viewed as a quantifiable exercise: larger or 
increasing numbers are “better” or more virtuous.

This worthiness or unworthiness tied into “work” also plays a part when people transition to retirement, 
downshift careers or inherit assets. How can a person conscientiously utilize and steward their assets when 
they are no longer earning, earning less, or did not “earn” those assets?

as financial advisors, it is our sincere hope to understand our clients’ values and goals. We view the qualitative 
aspects—the why—the meaning—of lives as paramount in building financial and investment plans. Perhaps 
someone is not contributing to an increasing income, yet their “work” reduces expenses or preserves or helps 
grow net worth or adds to quality of life. in other phases, assets, representative of someone’s “work”, may be 
utilized to help live comfortably and/or achieve goals and dreams that increase satisfaction, meaning  
or comfort.
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There are darker sides to this american preoccupation with hard work. We often believe that anyone can work 
themselves out of a difficult financial situation or achieve “middle class” from modest beginnings. Sherman 
cites many studies in stating that in 2010 the top one percent owned more than 34% of the net worth; the 
next 9% owned another 40%. This left 25% of the net worth for the remaining 90 percent of our population. 
Since 2010, economic inequality has only widened as tax code and other policies continue to favor those with 
greater income and wealth. it is increasingly difficult or almost impossible for those in the 90% to change their 
economic class significantly, especially by labor.

The book also illustrates the disconnect with how we pay and value workers who assist in jobs we normally 
could accomplish on our own if we were not pursuing a salary and growing our own net worth. Consider domestic 
workers cleaning homes, landscapers weeding, or the local barista, all doing work the 10% could accomplish if 
there was more time and less focus on increasing the financial bottom line. These workers are often “others” 
(women, immigrants, etc.) needing to work multiple jobs just to pay rent. States vary, but the national minimum 
wage is $7.25 per hour which would approximate $1200 per month. $1200 is also the average national rent for 
a 2-bedroom apartment. (statistica.com)

after a year of a difficult market, on the heels of outsized returns, these themes have been grounding us. We 
profoundly appreciate the opportunity to help in both quantifiable and qualitative ways and we endeavor to grow 
and evolve our own awareness and expertise. 

We are grateful for so much.

The following received our time and contributions this year:

• THe liBrary FoundaTion (mulTnomaH CounTy)

• THe ameriCan indian ColleGe Fund

• THe uniTed neGro ColleGe Fund

• World CenTral KiTCHen

• THe niCK WilSon CHariTaBle GrouP

• STreeT SoCCer

• adelanTe muJereS

• BroWn HoPe
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• PorTland STaTe univerSiTy 
FoundaTion

• PorTland PlayHouSe

• HaBiTaT For HumaniTy

• marCH For our liveS

• douGy CenTer

• FrameWorK inTernaTional

• naral

There are plenty of ways to give back. if you are interested in formalizing a giving program, let us know. There are 
many ways to integrate your generous spirit in a financial plan.


